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Abstract - Over the past 20 years, millimeter bands has
been constantly evolving to meet the requirements. In
Comparison with current wireless communication
standards, like 4G/LTE or Wi-Fi, millimeter wave (mmW)
allows the transmission of many subcarriers, based on
which it has the following advantages: huge bandwidth,
narrow beam, high quality transmission, etc.. In 1996,
mmW transmission typically supports 34 Mbps, nowadays
the equipment easily supports over 1Gbps in most used
bands and over 10 Gbps with E-Band. The paper deals with
the stages of analyzing and designing of 5G mmW radiorelay network.

each base station (BS) in the chain acts as an active
repeater for the previous one. This type of network
topology allows repeated frequency reuse. The overall
performance of the network depends on the distribution
characteristic of each individual hop (Fig.1).
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile coverage and capacity are evolving rapidly as
operators expand and improve existing 4G networks or
switch to 5G networks, introduce complementary
coverage/capacity solutions such as: micro cells, pico
cells, femto cells, Wi-Fi networks, internal building
solutions and think ahead to 5G networks.[1, 2]
Radio relay solutions meet almost all possible
requirements for backhaul today – with gigabit
capabilities per second – they will continue to evolve to
meet ever-increasing capacity requirements and
unprecedented levels of flexibility and price-efficiency.
This means that next generation networks must offer
lower costs and energy consumption for delivered bit of
information. It is needed to focus on building new smarter,
seamless end-to-end networks that reduce operating costs
while increasing productivity in a multi-technological and
multi-layer environment. [3]
Radio relay transmission has established itself as the
main mean of connection between base stations, through
speed, flexibility, reliability, high capacity and low total
telecoms costs make it ideal for meeting the future needs
of both mobile networks and multi-service networks.
II.

NETWORK TOPOLOGY FOR MOBILE BACKHAUL
NETWORKS

Several different network topologies can be used for
Mobile Backhaul Networks (MBN) [3,4]. The topology of
a chain-type network consists of chain connections, so that
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Figure 1. Chain-type topology

Moreover, in case of possible damage to part of the
chain, the connections after it will not work for a serious
period, as no alternative route is available. To increase the
reliability of this network structure, additional connections
are usually added to the network to provide some kind of
reservation. In such a topology, base stations that are
closer to the Base Station Controller (BSC) will have a
higher capacity.
In star-type topology all base stations are connected
directly to the BSC by forming a star network (Fig. 2). All
connections
work
independently,
where
the
traffic/capacity of the connections are not influenced by
each other [5]. Thus, the reliability and total capacity of
the network increases compared to the chain-type
topology. Additionally, capacity can be expanded by
adding more connections to base stations that need more
resources.
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Figure 2. Star-type topology
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BS

The entire channel is composed of multiple paths, they
can be set by the channel matrix H. With the presence of
N transmission antennas, M receiving antennas and LB
symbols, which are broadcasted over each transmission
antenna, the system can be defined by (1).
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Figure 3. Ring-type network topology

One of the main drawbacks of this type of network
configuration is that it includes a large number of antennas
in one place. In addition, the high number of routes at a
time reduces the availability of channels [4].
The ring-type network topology (Fig. 3) is a modified
version of a chain-type topology in which BS has two
alternative routes for forwarding the data without
installing additional connections. Thus, the reliability of
the network increases [4, 6].
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where rim is the number of symbol i of the receiving
antenna m, sim represent the transmitted symbols, with hnm
values can be described the channel between the
transmitter antenna n and the receiving antenna m, and
finally nim represents Gaussian noise. The matrix
representation used in (1) can be represented as r = sH + n.
The main problem at the receiver side is to reduce the
negative effects of the channel noise. If we set I=H.B for
N<M or I=B.H for N≥M.A it’s possible to determine the
matrix B. Every Rx antenna receives data flows from all
transmission antennas, so the main task of the receiver is
to allocate the data flows in order to estimate what has
been broadcasted. Assuming that the channel is known,
that H is known in Rx and matrix B can be obtained by the
Moore-Penrose Matrix Inverse:

BSC

Figure 4. Mesh-type topology



Mesh-type topology is a combination of previous
topologies (Fig. 4). This topology is not cost-effective, but
increases the availability and capacity of the network.
III.

MULTIPLE-INPUT MULTIPLE-OUTPUT SYSTEMS

Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems have
more than one input and respectively outputs. Both
transmission (Tx) and receiving (Rx) sides have multiple
antennas working in the same frequency band. [7,8]
MIMO systems provide a number of advantages over
communication with a single antenna.
A. MIMO model
A simplified MIMO system scheme is presented in
Fig. 5. The data enters the MIMO transmitter by
processing and allocating among the transmission
antennas. The signal is broadcasting over a defined
communication channel by H (channel matrix). At the
receiver side (at Rx antennas) the signals arrive combined
[9]. The main task of the MIMO receiver is to allocate and
route all incoming data flows to reproduce in the same
information stream as with Tx.
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Figure 5. Simple MIMO transmission
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B. MIMO with Line-of-Sight (LoS)
In the presence of LoS each channel amplification hnm
is a function of geometry and carrier frequency, but is not
controlled by statistical circulation, such as in non-LoS
MIMO systems. By changing the distance between the
transmission and receiving antennas, a static phase
displacement between the antennas can be presented, thus
disturbing the channel matrix. The signal-flow phase will
depend on the path length (and the main carrier
frequency), so different routes may have different phases
[10,11]. Then we can express the normalized channel
matrix as follows:
h11  h1M  exp  jkd11   exp  jkd1M  

 

H       




hN 1  hNM  exp  jkdN 1   exp  jkdNM 

(3)

in which k = 2π / λ, dnm represent the real distances
between Rx and Tx antennas.
Ideal separation of the antennas is achieved when
antennas are organized into linear grids, where the
transmitter Tx and receiver Rx antennas are divided by dt
and dr (Fig. 6). Then the total arrays length is (N-1) dt and
(M-1) dr. The separation between the antennas Tx and Rx
are dt and dr respectively, while θt and θr represent the
angles of antenna grids in relation to the z axis. D is the
space between the antenna grilles.
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Figure 6. Tx and Rx antennas, organized in arrays

Figure 8. Condition number according to equation (5)

The requirement of antenna separation may be given
by the following expression:
dt d r 

D
K
V cos t cos r 

(4)

According to which the separation increases with an
increase in distance D and decreases with an increase in
the carrier frequency fc (λ=c/fc). Most often in practice it is
chosen θt=θr=0 and K=1. The optimal separation of the
antenna relative to distance and for the different carrier
frequencies is presented in Fig. 7.

C. Grating Lobes
The presence of two spatially divided transmission
antennas broadcasting in identical carrier and frequency
band will lead to amplification patterns in the distant field
known as Grating Lobes [12]. For the setting of Fig. 9, the
receiver will receive different signal levels subject on the
angle ϕ and the electrical angle α for fixed separation of Tx
antenna and corresponded frequency.
Tx1



dt

d1
D
Rx

Tx2
d2

ej

Figure 9. Two Tx antennas, transmitting same signal

The amplification coefficient can also be estimated as
(compared to a single Rx antenna):
G ,   
Figure 7. LoS MIMO with 2x2 antenna system

 cosd1k  d 2 k     1  coskd     1

If the division of both Tx and Rx is selected to be to
equal dt=dr=d, then the y axis values correspond directly
to d.
There may be several different explanations why
antennas aren’t positioned with the best separation. One
reason is that the necessary space may be too vast to fit in
place or that all transmission schemes have given
bandwidth. For one frequency it can be done. It should be
determine the parameter η to quantify the deviation from
optimality.



dt d r
dt dr opt

(5)

Selecting dt=dr=d, then the expression (5) decreases to
η=d/dopt. In Fig. 8 is shown the condition number as a
function of η, for the current case – 2x2 LoS MIMO,
estimated by (5). Condition number is lowest in   K ,
for K=1,3,5, the number of conditions is approaching
infinity for K = 0,2,4,….
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1 Tac
2
 sint  d1k   sint  d 2 k    
Tsc 0

(6)

where Δd=d2-d1.
The angle between Tx and Rx influences on the signal
strength or amplification. The grills must have the same
shape independent of D if the receiver is located at the end
of the field. To be true, Δd must be a constant if ϕ and dt
are constants. For the two transmission antennas separated
at a certain distance, (6) describes the increase in power of
the observer signal received at the end of the field. It can
be noted that as the physical distances in wavelengths
between the transmission antennas increases, the signal
strength will vary faster. If we assume that Δd ≈dt cos(ϕ),
then the expression (6) is converted to:
 2

G  ,    coskd     1  cos
d t cos      1 (7)
 


As the dt/λ ratio increases, then the expressed above
amplification will vary faster as the ϕ varies. This is
shown in Fig. 10, the greater the dt the change in Δd for
some Δϕ.
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V.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 10. Two Tx antennas, transmitting same signal: a) α=0 and
dt=2λ; b) α=0 and dt=8λ; c) α=π and dt=2λ; d) α=π and dt=8λ)

The effects of shifting α and changing the frequency is
represented on Fig. 10. The amplification coefficient
varies faster depending on the angle, as the antenna
separation increases with wavelengths.
IV.

CHANNEL CAPACITY

Let's assume system with M transmission antennas and
L receiving antennas, as well as L>M, so that all
transmitted signals can be decoded in the receiver. The
total capacity of M channels can be estimated by:
L


C  M .B. log 2 1  . S N 
 M


(8)

where: C-channel capacity (bps); B-channel bandwidth
(Hz); M – number of transmitting antennas; L-number of
receiving antennas; S/N-signal to noise ratio (dB).
After conversion and laying  (the mean SNR value)
can be reached to:
 

 
 min  N ,M 

C  log 2 det I M  HH H    log 2 1  i   (9)
N
i 1

 N 
 

where λi is its own value of HHH.
In two 2x2 MIMO channels H1 and H2, set with the
matrices:
1
H 1   j
e

e j 2 

1 

2

1
H2  
1

1

1

(10)

The channel capacity can be calculated with (8) and by
SNR=20 dB, it is obtained:





C1   log 2 1  100.2 2  15.3 bps Hz
2

i 1







(11)



C 2  log 2 1  100.2 2  log 2 1  100.0 2  8.6 bps Hz  (12)

The capacity of the first channel is almost double, in
comparison of the second one. This is because the rank of
H2 is 1 and supports only one data stream. If the SNR is
lower, the capacity of the channel increases from case 1 in
(12) will be reduced. MIMO systems operate mostly with
a high SNR, which is most frequently available in case
with a direct LoS.
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CONCLUSION

When data is combined across multiple carriers, the
radio connection is a key technology. An efficient
connection technique ensures that a single data stream is
transmitted seamlessly through different radio channels,
with negligible overhead costs. Currently, about 80% of
connections are configured as single carrier (1+0) and the
rest are as connections to multiple media with backup
connections such as security. About 8% of radio relay
lines are configured with one active radio and one
protection connection in standby mode (1+1); 10% of the
tracks are configured with two radio modules (2+0) where
the backup connection capacity is used to increase the
peak capacity of the connection. Only 2% are configured
for three or more media (>2+0). Due to the need for
increased transport capacity, the number of connections
collected for two or more carriers is increasing globally.
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